Menu

Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research
Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3, 37077 Göttingen
Canteen opening hours: 11:45 - 12:45

For the week from: 02.11. - 06.11.2020

Monday:  
Breaded chicken schnitzel $a^{(c)}$ with peas, carrots and polenta $a^{)}$, fruits $^{13)}$ 5,90 €
Baked Camembert $a^{(c)g^{)}$ with peas, carrots and polenta $a^{)}$, fruits $^{13)}$ 5,90 €

Tuesday:  
Nuremberg sausages with sauerkraut $^{3)}$ and mashed potatoes $^{8)}$, dessert $^{1}^{11)c(gj)}$ 5,90 €
Vegetarian sausage $a^{(c)j(ij)}$ with sauerkraut $^{3)}$ and mashed potatoes $^{8)}$, dessert $^{1}^{11)c(gj)}$ 5,90 €

Wednesday:  
White bean stew $^{i)}$ with sausage $^{1)2)3)4)11)}$ 4,50 €
White bean stew $^{i)}$ with roll $^{a(k)}$ 3,50 €

Thursday:  
Roast venison with Brussels sprouts and croquettes $a^{(c)}$, dessert $^{1}^{11)c(gj)}$ 6,50 €
Vegetable patty with Brussels sprouts and croquettes $a^{(c)}$, dessert $^{1}^{11)c(gj)}$ 5,70 €

Friday:  
Codfish $^{a(c)g(d)}$ with salad and rice 5,80 €

Please register at the reception, even you have brought your own food!

Our institute is currently closed for external visitors!

Subject to changes!